After hearing the story of Jackie Kimbrell, a 71 year-old single grandmother living in an old, dilapidated home that was recommended by the city of Ferris to be condemned and bulldozed, staff members at NT Window, Inc. in Forth Worth knew they wanted to get involved.

Through the company’s Windows of Opportunity program, NT Window donated new energy efficient replacement windows for the Kimbrell home. By partnering with Responding In Kindness, an organization aimed at helping those who are elderly and or underprivileged with needed home repairs, NT Window along with Brennan Enterprises, an Authorized NT Window Dealer were able to take part in the rebuilding of Jackie’s dream of living in a beautiful, safe and comfortable home she could be proud of.

Various contractors donated their time, supplies and labor toward giving Jackie’s home a total transformation. “We’re so happy to be apart of a project like this,” said Ryon Ray, COO of NT Window. He added “Its projects like these that inspired us to start the Windows of Opportunity program in the first place. It’s great to be able to give back to the communities we serve. And having the opportunity to work with such a great organization such as Respond In Kindness really is an amazing opportunity that we just could not pass up. “

Now Jackie’s home stands as a wonderful reminder of what teamwork, collaboration and giving hearts co do to change to lives of those in need.

About the Windows of Opportunity Project
NT Window, Inc. a Fort Worth-based window manufacturer partners with their dealer network to collaborate with organizations to donate and install replacement windows in the homes of low income homeowners selected to take part in the program. For more information contact NT Window at 800-969-8830 or visit ntwindow.com and click on Contact Us.